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1 Introduction
To better understand string theory duals of gauge theories with various amounts of
supersymmetry [1] it is important to make progress in what should be the simplest case
{ (large N) N=4 Super Yang-Mills theory dual to (weakly coupled) type IIB superstring
theory in AdS5 S5 space with Ramond-Ramond flux [2]. Though this background has
a lot of symmetry, solving the corresponding string theory appears to be a complicated
problem. The commonly used procedure, in the known exactly solvable cases, is to start
with a string action, solve the classical string equations, then quantize the theory, nd
the string spectrum, vertex operators, scattering amplitudes, etc. Even the rst steps in
this program are nontrivial in the AdS5  S5 string case.
To start with, the classical equations of bosonic string in AdS space, while com-
pletely integrable, are not explicitly solvable (in contrast to, e.g., the case of string
on a group manifold described by the WZW model). The presence of a curved R-R
background indicates that one should use the manifestly supersymmetric Green-Schwarz
[3] description of superstring. Finding an explicit expression for the curved space GS
action is dicult in general (one needs to know the component expansion of the back-
ground supergravity superelds). In the present AdS5  S5 case, this technical prob-
lem has a nice geometrical solution based on viewing string as moving on the super-
coset PSU(2; 2j4)=[SO(1; 4)  SO(5)] which replaces the flat superspace (10-d super
Poincare)/SO(1; 9) [4]. The resulting action, though explicitly known [4{6], is highly
nonlinear containing terms of many orders in . The fermionic part of the action sim-
plies dramatically in proper -symmetry gauges { it becomes quadratic and quartic in
 only [7{9]. Its structure is similar to that of the flat space GS action in a covariant
-symmetry gauge which is also quartic in fermions.
1.1 Review
To illustrate this point, let us consider the 4-d Lorentz covariant \S-gauge" [10] which
leads to an action equivalent to the one in [7, 8] but uses the fermionic parametrization
adopted in [10] and here, which is useful for comparison with the light-cone gauge actions
below (see Appendix C of [10] for details). If one interprets the AdS5  S5 supergroup
PSU(2; 2j4) as the N = 4 superconformal group in 4 dimensions, it is natural to split
the fermionic generators into 4 standard supergenerators Qi and 4 special conformal
supergenerators Si (we suppress the 4-d spinor indices). The associated superstring
coordinates will be denoted as i and i. The covariant \S-gauge" corresponds to setting
all i to zero. The resulting superstring Lagrangian written in the \4+6" parametrization
in which the metric of AdS5 S5 is ds2 = Y 2dxadxa + Y −2dY MdY M (a = 0; :::; 3; M =











− (i@Y Ma˙iMij @ja˙ + h:c:) ; (1.1)
La  @xa − (iai(a)ab˙@ib˙ + h:c:) ;
1The actions in [7, 8] have an isomorphic form, corresponding to a specic choice of the 10-d Dirac
matrix representation.
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where a; _b are the sl(2; C) (4-d spinor) indices and yai = −ia˙, ai y = a˙i. The a are 4
Pauli matrices (o-diagonal blocks of 4-d Dirac matrices in Weyl representation), and
the Mij are similar o-diagonal blocks of SO(6) Dirac matrices in chiral representation
(see Appendix A). As in most of the discussion below we set the radius R of AdS5 and
S5 to 1.
This covariant -symmetry gauge xed action is well-dened and useful for developing
perturbation theory near classical \long" string congurations ending at the boundary of
AdS5 [9, 11, 12], e.g., the ones appearing in the Wilson loop computations [13]. However,
the kinetic term of the fermions which has the structure @x@ is degenerate for \short"
strings [9], and thus this action is not directly applicable for computing the spectrum of
closed string in the bulk of AdS5  S5 .
In order to avoid this degeneracy problem, it is natural to try to follow the same
approach which worked remarkably well in flat space [3, 15]: (i) nd a light-cone type
-symmetry gauge in which the fermion kinetic term becomes @x+@, i.e. it involves
only one combination x+ of 4-d coordinates, and then (ii) choose the light-cone bosonic
gauge x+ =  .
In the previous paper [10] it was shown how the light-cone type -symmetry gauge
can be xed in the original action of [4] so that the resulting action has indeed the
required form.2 In contrast to the Lorentz covariant \S-gauge" where 16 fermions i are
set equal to zero, the light-cone gauge used in [10] corresponds to setting to zero \half"
of the 16 i and \half" of the 16 i (\half" is dened with respect to SO(1; 1) rotations in
light-cone directions). The remaining fermions are again denoted by i; i, but now they
are simply 4+4 complex anticommuting variables carrying no extra Lorentz indices. For
comparison, the flat space GS action in the light-cone gauge (Γ+# = 0) [15], written in











i)− @x+iC 0ij@j + h:c:
]
; (1.2)
where xAˆ are 10 flat bosonic coordinates and C 0ij is a constant charge conjugation matrix.
Note that while the ’s and ’s enter diagonally in the kinetic term, they are mixed in
the WZ term. This form of the original GS action is the flat space limit of the light-cone
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 jY j@x+iMij Y M(@j − i
p




N  @Y M + ii(MN)ijjY NY 2@x+ :
Here we split the 4-d coordinates as xa = (x+; x−; x; x), and the matrix M is the same
as in (1.1) (MN is the commutator of M and its conjugate, see Appendix A).
2For a dierent approach to light-cone type -symmetry gauge xing in the AdS5  S5 string action
see [14].
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This action contains x− only in the bosonic part and only linearly, and the fermionic
kinetic terms are multiplied by the derivative of x+ only. One expects, therefore, that
after one xes the bosonic light-cone gauge, it should lead to a well dened starting point
for quantizing the theory in the \short" string sector. As was pointed out in [10, 16, 17]
(see also Section 2), in the case of the AdS type curved spaces, the bosonic light-cone
gauge x+ =  in the Polyakov string action can not be combined with the standard
conformal gauge
p
gg =  : one needs to impose a condition on g that breaks the
2-d Lorentz symmetry and leads to a rather non-standard string action, with all terms
coupled to the radial function  = log Y of AdS5 space.
1.2 Summary
The absence of manifest 2-d Lorentz symmetry suggests that it is natural to use the phase
space formulation of the light-cone gauge xed theory. To develop such a formulation
is the aim of the present paper. We shall explain how the original phase space GGRT
approach [18] to light-cone gauge xing (x+ = ; P+ = 1) can be directly applied to the
present case of a curved background.
Most of our discussion will be rather formal, with possible applications depending
on insights into the structure of the resulting AdS5  S5 string light-cone Hamiltonian.
To summarize, the light-cone phase space Lagrangian, corresponding to (1.3) that we
obtain below, is given by (see (C.5))
L = P? _x? + PM _Y M + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _
i + i _
i) + P− ; (1.4)
where P?;PM are the canonical momenta for x? = (x; x) and Y M , and the light-cone
Hamiltonian density is
H = −P− = 1
2p+
[




jY jiMij Y M(j − i
p
2jY jjx) + h:c:
]
: (1.5)
As usual for light-cone string, the coordinate x− does not appear in the Hamiltonian,
but is determined in terms of the coordinates that do appear via the reparametrization
constraint





i) = 0 : (1.6)
For a closed piece of string, the integral of this constraint over  constrains the state
space to the subspace invariant under  translations.
Restoring the dependence on 0 and the scale R of AdS5  S5 one can then analyze
various limits, e.g., (i) particle theory limit (0 ! 0), (ii) null string limit (0 ! 1), 3
(iii) AdS5  S5 supergravity or strong ‘t Hooft coupling SYM limit (0=R2 ! 0), (vi)
weak ‘t Hooft coupling SYM limit (0=R2 !1). In the particle theory limit, the string
3As in the flat space case [19], the null string limit is obtained by dropping terms with derivatives
with respect to the world sheet coordinate .
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Hamiltonian (1.5) reduces to the light-cone Hamiltonian for a superparticle in AdS5S5
found in [34]. This implies that the \massless" (zero-mode) spectrum of the superstring
coincides indeed with the spectrum of type IIB supergravity compactied on S5!
Further progress depends on the possibility of making a transformation to some
new variables which may allow one to solve for the string theory spectrum. It would
also be interesting to make connections to other related ideas and approaches in the
literature, such as the one in [20]. For example, introducing twistor-like variables in
the present AdS5  S5 context may turn out to be useful (see [23, 24] for some previous
discussions of twistors in AdS space).4 Another potentially promising direction is to
apply the methods of integrable systems. It was demonstrated in [25, 26] that the set
of the classical equations of bosonic string in AdS geometry can be interpreted as a
completely integrable system (for related discussions see also [27, 28]). The integrability
property should be true also for the full system of the classical equations of AdS5  S5
superstring. It should be crucial to include the fermions from the beginning since their
coupling to the AdS5 and S
5 sets of bosons via the R-R interaction terms insures the
conformal invariance of the 2-d string theory at the quantum level [4]. Finally, knowing
the light cone description of string in AdS space-time provides string theory guidance
for identifying the dynamics that should emerge from the \brute force" approach to a
eld theory/string duality based on directly summing the planar diagrams of ’t Hooft’s
large Nc limit [29]. This program is most denitively carried out using a light-cone
parametrization [30{32], so its comparison to the results of the present paper should be
particularly instructive. For example, there should be a more or less direct link to the
shnet diagrams [33] in the strong ’t Hooft coupling limit [30, 32].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start with the example of the
classical bosonic string in AdS-type space in Section 2. We illustrate our phase-space
approach to xing the light-cone gauge by deriving the light-cone Hamiltonian for the
bosonic string in AdS3 space with NS-NS flux described by SL(2; R) WZW model. In
Section 3 we show how some known properties of the classical \long" bosonic string
solutions can be directly understood in the light-cone Hamiltonian framework of Section
2. In Section 4 we review the light-cone Hamiltonian description of a superparticle in
AdS5  S5 developed in [34], which is the zero slope limit of the string theory case. In
Section 5 we derive the phase space analog of the AdS5  S5 superstring Lagrangian
of [10] and the corresponding light-cone gauge Hamiltonian. There we use the form of
the action based on the \5+5" parametrization of AdS5S5, while the light-cone phase
space counterpart (1.4),(1.5) of the action (1.3) is given in Appendix C. As an aside, we
also present the light-cone Hamiltonian for superstring in AdS3  S3 with a R-R 3-form
background. In Section 6 we obtain a realization of the generators of the basic symmetry
superalgebra psu(2; 2j4) as Noether charges expressed in terms of 2-d elds which are
the coordinates of the AdS5  S5 superstring in the light cone gauge.
We collect various technical details in four appendices. In Appendix A we summarize
the notation used in this paper. In Appendix B we describe some relations between two
dierent \5+5" parametrizations of S5 (in terms of 5 Cartesian coordinates and in terms
4Twistors are very helpful in the construction of the theory of interacting massless higher spin elds
in AdS space [21, 22], which has certain similarities with string theory.
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of unit 6-d vector) which are useful for translation between the corresponding forms of the
AdS5S5 superstring action. In Appendix C we review the two forms of the -symmetry
light-cone gauge xed action which use the \4+6" parametrizations of AdS5  S5 [10]
and write down the corresponding phase space Lagrangians. In Appendix D we present
some details of the construction of conformal supercharges in Section 6.
2 Bosonic string in curved space: light-cone gauge
approach
Let us start with a review of some previous discussions of light-cone gauge xing for
bosonic strings in curved space. In flat space in BDHP formulation [35, 36] one starts by
xing the conformal gauge
γ =  ; γ  pgg ; g  −detg ; detγ = −1 ; (2.1)
and then xes the residual conformal dieomorphism symmetry on the plane by choos-
ing x+(; ) =  .5 An alternative (equivalent) approach is to use the original GGRT
[18] formulation based on writing the Nambu action in the rst order form and xing
the dieomorphisms by the two conditions { on one coordinate and on one canonical
momentum:
x+ =  ; P+ = const : (2.2)
The obvious requirement for being able to choose the light-cone gauge in a curved space
is the existence of a null Killing vector. The rst approach based on xing the conformal
gauge for the 2-d metric does not in general apply in curved spaces with null Killing
vectors which are not of the direct product form R1;1Md−2. The exception is the case
when the null Killing vector is covariantly constant [38]. One is thus forced to give up
the standard conformal gauge (2.1) and x the dieomorphisms by imposing instead,
e.g., γ00 = −1; x+ =  . This gauge choice is consistent provided the background metric
satises G+− = 1; G−− = G−? = 0; @−Gmn = 0 [16].
The above conditions do not apply in the case of the AdS-type metric (x? stands for
all d− 3 transverse coordinates):
ds2 = G()dxadxa + d2 = G()(−dt2 + dx2? + dx23) + d2 : (2.3)
Indeed, the two null Killing vectors here are not covariantly constant and also G+− =
G() 6= 1. However, a slight modication of the above gauge conditions of [16] on γ00; x+
represents a consistent gauge choice [10]6
G()γ00 = −1 ; x+ =  : (2.4)
There is a potential complication that the norm of the Killing vector may vanish if there is
a horizon where G = 0. We shall adopt a formal approach, assuming that the degeneracy
5For a discussion of various ways of xing the light-cone gauge in the case of flat target space see,
e.g., [37].
6A closely related light-cone gauge choice γµν = diag(−G−1; G); x+ =  was originally suggested by
A. Polyakov [17].
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of the light-cone description reflected in the G ! 0 singularity of the resulting light-cone
gauge xed action should have some physical resolution, e.g., the form of the light-cone
Hamiltonian may suggest how the wave functions should be dened in this region.
The case of (2.3) with G = e2 corresponds to the AdS space in a Poincare coordinate
patch. One needs to use the Poincare coordinates to have a null isometry in the bulk
and at the boundary (the boundary should have R1;3 topology).7 The AdS/CFT duality
suggests that since the boundary SYM theory in R1;3 has a well-dened light-cone gauge
description [41], it should be possible to x some analog of a light-cone gauge for the
dual string theory as well. This is the motivation behind our light-cone gauge xing
approach, in spite of the fact that there is no globally well-dened null Killing vector in
AdS space (its norm proportional to e2 vanishes at the horizon  = −1 of the Poincare
patch).8
Some further comments on the coordinate space BDHP approach using (2.4) may be
found in [10]. Here we shall follow the phase space GGRT approach [18] based on xing
the dieomorphisms in curved space by the same gauge (2.2) as in flat space. Starting









; h  γG() ; (2.5)
we get the canonical momenta for xa = (x+; x−; x?) and  (dot and prime are derivatives
over  and , see Appendix A for denitions)
Pa = −h00 _xa − h01xa ;  = −h00G−1 _− h01G−1  : (2.6)
The phase space Lagrangian is then










(x?P? +  + x+P− + x−P+) ; (2.7)
where 1=h00 and h01=h00 play the role of the Lagrange multipliers. As in flat space, x+
is a natural choice for the evolution parameter.9 This suggests choosing the light-cone
gauge as in (2.2)
x+ =  ; P+ = p+l−1 = const : (2.8)
7The Poincare parametrization was used in the light-cone formulation of eld dynamics in AdS
spacetime [39, 40].
8This subtlety and the issue of xing a global dieomorphism gauge for AdS string was discussed in
[42].
9In [39, 40] it was demonstrated that in eld theory in AdS space in Poincare coordinates x+ can be
treated as a light-cone evolution parameter. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider x+ as a light-cone
evolution parameter in AdS string theory too.
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For flexibility, we introduced the length l of the string parameter . l may be chosen to
be equal to p+ (which is useful in the study of interactions) or to
p
20 = 1 (which is
useful in the study of the spectrum). In Section 3 we shall set l = p+, while in Sections
4-6 we shall use l = 1. To transform the expressions in Sections 4-6 into the \l = p+"
scheme (P+ = 1) one is simply to put p+ = 1 in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
densities.
Integrating over P− we get the relation
h00 = −p+l−1 : (2.9)
Note that this is equivalent (for l = p+) to the gauge condition on the 2-d metric in
(2.4). Integration over the non-constant part of h01=h00 leads to
p+l−1x− + x?P? +  = 0 ; (2.10)
and integration over its constant part gives
∫ l
0
d(x?P? + ) = 0 : (2.11)
The resulting light-cone Hamiltonian is given (up to the sign, H = −P− = − ∫ dP−)
by






P2? + G2()x2? + G()(2 + 2)
]
: (2.12)
Note that the equation for x− implies that (h01=h00)0 = 0. Since it also implies h01 = 0
at open string ends, it follows that h01 = 0 in the case of open string. But we can only
conclude that h01 =const in the case of closed string. This constant Lagrange multiplier
imposes the integrated dieomorphism constraint (2.11), necessary for consistency in the
closed string case.
The bosonic string in AdS space is not consistent (conformally invariant) at the
quantum level. To make it conformally invariant one may add extra couplings to an
NS-NS 3-form background or add fermions and consider superstring coupled to an R-R
background. The simplest example is bosonic string propagating on the SL(2; R) group
manifold described by the WZW model. It is instructive to demonstrate how the phase
space light-cone gauge approach described above applies in this case. In the standard
Gauss parametrization, the Lagrangian of the SL(2; R) WZW model is the same as (2.5)
(with G = e2) plus a WZ term






The corresponding phase space Lagrangian is found to be (h  pgge2)
L = P+ _x− + P− _x+ +  _ + 1
2h00
[





(P+x− + P−x+ +  ) : (2.14)
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Compared to the AdSd model (2.7) in the present d = 3 case there is no transverse
degrees of freedom, and because of the WZ coupling the Lagrangian (2.14) does not
contain x+x− term. Fixing the light-cone gauge as in (2.8) and integrating over P−
(getting again (2.9)) we nd (l = 1)
L =  _− e
2
2p+
(2 + 2) + e2x− − h
01
p+
(p+x− +  ) : (2.15)
Using the expression for x− which is implied by the constraint we can rewrite this
Lagrangian as
L =  _ + P− − h
01
p+
(p+x− +  ) ; (2.16)
where the (minus) Hamiltonian density is
P− = − e
2
2p+
( + )2 : (2.17)
This is to be compared with the pure metric case (2.12) which for the AdS3 gives
P− = − e
2
2p+
(2 + 2) : (2.18)
3 Some classical string solutions
To illustrate the utility of the bosonic light-cone Hamiltonian derived in Section 2, we
shall demonstrate how the (classical) discussion of the simplest Wilson loops in AdS5 
S5 (straight line and parallel lines) given in [13] can be phrased in the present light-
cone gauge setting. Since we shall consider only the classical string approximation it is
sucient to ignore the fermions, i.e. to start with the bosonic light-cone Hamiltonian








P2? + e2=γ x2? + e=γ(2 + 2)
]
; (3.1)
where 4γ2 = R2T0 = R
2=20.
3.1 Straight string: isolated “quark” source
A quark source is represented as a static open string stretched from the horizon  = −1
to the boundary  = +1 of AdS space. For static solutions, P? =  = 0 and the classical
equations reduce to those extremizing the Hamiltonian:






e=γ 2 − (e=γ )0 = 0 : (3.3)
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The rst equation implies
x? = T?e−2=γ ; (3.4)
where T? is an integration constant. Note that for static solutions, the constraint (2.10),
i.e. −x− = x?P? + , implies that there is no extension in x−. For an isolated quark,
we also want no extension in x?, so, in this case, we have T? = 0.






= C ; (3.5)
where C is a constant of integration. The left hand side is 1=γ2 times the density of P−,









where we have xed the integration constant so that the end at  = 0 is on the horizon
( = 0). The other end is at  = p+, so we nd
mq 
√
2jP+P−j = 2γpmax : (3.7)
If that end reaches the boundary, max ! 1, implying an innite mass for the quark
source, to be expected for a point charge.
3.2 String ending on the boundary: “quark-antiquark” source
at separation L
A quark-antiquark source corresponds to an open string with both ends on the boundary
separated by the distance L. In this case T? 6= 0 and there is a minimum value min > 0
of  for an interior point of the string. For reasons of symmetry we shift the  range to
mark this point by  = 0: −p+=2 <  < p+=2. min occurs at the point where  = 0, so
C = T 2?=2γ









































where the last form is the limit as max !1. Similarly, we obtain  as a function of 


















! 4γpmax − 4γpminΓ(3=4)Γ(1=2)
Γ(1=4)
; (3.11)
where the last form gives the non-vanishing terms of the behavior as max ! 1. We
nally eliminate min in favor of L to reach the nal result:
√

















where  is the ‘t Hooft coupling. The rst divergent term is just twice the isolated quark
source mass, so the second nite term is the predicted interaction energy between quark
and antiquark.
4 Superparticle in AdS5S5: light cone Hamiltonian
Before discussing superstring it is instructive to consider rst a superparticle in AdS5S5
space. The covariant -symmetric action for a superparticle in AdS5S5 can be obtained
from the superstring action of [4] by taking the zero slope limit 0 ! 0. By applying the
light-cone gauge xing procedure described here one could then obtain the superparticle
light-cone gauge xed action. One the other hand, there is a method [43] which reduces
the problem of nding a new (light-cone gauge) dynamical system to the problem of
nding a new solution of the commutation relations of the dening symmetry algebra
(in our case psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra). This method was applied to the AdS superparticle
case in [34]. In the notation of the present paper the superparticle light-cone Hamiltonian
(H = −P−) found there has the following form
P− = − 1
2p+
(
P2? + ee + e2A
)
; (4.1)
A  X − 1
4
; X  li 2j + (p+2 − 2)2 + 4p+ilijj ; (4.2)
where 2  ii and lij is the angular momentum operator of the su(4) algebra (for details
see [34]). The P? = (P; P) and  are the bosonic conjugate momentum operators as in
(2.7). The odd part of the phase space is represented by i, i considered as fermionic
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coordinates and i; i considered as fermionic momenta. Note that the Hamiltonian
does not depend on the fermionic variables i and i (present in the light-cone gauge
formulation of 4-dimensional N = 4 SYM theory [41]) but they will appear in the phase
space Lagrangian as i _i + i _
i.
The canonical operator commutation relations are10
[P; x] = −i ; [ P; x] = −i ; [; ] = −i ; (4.3)
fi; jg = 1
p+




The operator A is equal to zero only for massless representations which are irreducible
representations of the conformal algebra [40, 44] (so(5; 2) in the case of AdS5 space). The
important property of the operator X (4.2) is that its eigenvalues are equal to squares
of integers for all states of type IIB supergravity compactied on S5. This fact plays
an important role in formulating the AdS/CFT correspondence for chiral primary states
[34]. The relation (4.2) then implies that the operator A is never equal to zero and
thus the scalar elds [45] as well as all other modes [34] of S5 compactied type IIB
supergravity have equations of motion which are not conformally invariant. We expect
that this property of the operator X should have a string-theory analog.
The light-cone gauge phase space Lagrangian for the superparticle in AdS5  S5 is
obtained from the Hamiltonian (4.1) in the usual way
L = P? _x? +  _ + PM _uM + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _
i + i _
i) + P− : (4.5)
uM is a unit 6-d vector used to parametrize S5. Note that here (and in the string case) we
treat x−, P+ = p+ separately from the rest of the phase space variables; p+ is conserved,





5 Light cone Hamiltonian approach to superstring
in AdS5  S5
5.1 Review of -symmetry gauge fixed action
Let us rst recall the form of the superstring action in the -symmetry light cone gauge
[10]. It is formulated in terms of 10 bosonic coordinates (x; x; x; ; yA) (yA are 5 inde-
pendent coordinates of S5) and 16 fermionic coordinates (i; i; 
i; i) which transform
in the fundamental representations of SU(4). The Lagrangian (equivalent to the one in
(1.3)) is given by the sum of the \kinetic" and \Wess-Zumino" terms (see Appendices
A and B for notation)
L = Lkin + LWZ ;
10Note that in the rest of the paper the brackets will stand for the classical Poisson brackets, and




























LWZ = e2@x+iCUij (@j − i
p




A − 2ii(V A)ijje2@x+ : (5.3)
Here GAB and (V
A)ij are the metric tensor and the Killing vectors of S
5 respectively, i.e.
this Lagrangian corresponds to the following parametrization of the metric of AdS5S5
ds2 = e2dxadxa + d2 + GABdy
AdyB : (5.4)
This form of the superstring action (which we shall call \intermediate") is most conve-
nient for deriving other forms which dier by the way one chooses the bosonic coordinates
that parametrize AdS5  S5 (see [10] and Appendices B and C).
Another useful form is found by using a 6-d unit vector uM to parametrize S5, i.e.
by replacing (5.4) by
ds2 = e2dxadxa + d2 + duMduM ; uMuM = 1 : (5.5)



























LWZ = e2@x+iMij uM(@j − i
p




M − 2ii(RM)ijje2@x+ ; RM = −1
2
MNuN : (5.8)
The parametrization using uM is the most convenient one for the discussion of the super-
particle in AdS5  S5 [34, 46], and is well-suited for the harmonic decomposition of the
light-cone supereld of type IIB supergravity into the Kaluza-Klein modes [34]. Other
forms of the superstring action using 4+6 Cartesian coordinates for AdS5  S5 (see
(1.3) and Appendix C) are directly related to (5.6),(5.7) by a coordinate transformation
(Y M = euM , jY j = e).
The superstring Lagrangian (5.1),(5.2) and all of its other forms mentioned above
can be represented in the following way
L = L1 + L2 + L3 ; (5.9)
where the three parts are
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?@x? + @x?C? ; (5.11)
L3 = −1
2
he−2@@ + T : (5.12)
Here x? = (x; x) ,
gAB  e−2GAB ; DyA  @yA + FA@x+ ; (5.13)
and h is dened as in (2.5), i.e.
h  pgge2 ; h00h11 − (h01)2 = −e4 : (5.14)
The decomposition (5.9) is made so that the functions A, B, C?, FA depend on (i)
the anticommuting coordinates and their derivatives with respect to both worldsheet
coordinates  and , and (ii) the bosonic coordinates and their derivatives with respect
to the world sheet spatial coordinate  only. The reason for this decomposition is that we
shall use the phase space description with respect to the bosonic coordinates only, i.e. we
shall not make the Legendre transformation with respect to the fermionic coordinates.
In the case of the \intermediate" form of the action (5.1),(5.2) these functions take
the following form







2ej x) + h:c: ; (5.15)




j ; Cx = (Cx¯)y ; (5.17)
FA = −2ie2i(V A)ijj ; (5.18)
T = −e2x+iCUij _j : (5.19)
5.2 Phase space Lagrangian










 = −h00 _+ − h01 + ; (5.21)
P+ = −h00 _x+ − h01x+ ; (5.22)
P? = −h00 _x? − h01x? + C0? ; (5.23)
PA = −h00 _yA − h01yA + FAP+ ; (5.24)
P− = −h00 _x− − h01x− + A0 − BP+ + PAFA : (5.25)
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By applying the same procedure as in the bosonic case we nd then the following phase
space Lagrangian L = L1 + L2 + L3 (cf. (2.7))









(P+x− + P−x+ + PAyA)− 1
h00
(P+ + h01x+)A0 + x+A1 ; (5.26)
L2 = P? _x? + 1
2h00
((P − C0)2? + e4x2?) +
h01
h00
(P − C0)?x? + x?C1? ; (5.27)
L3 =  _ + 1
2h00
e2(2 + 2) +
h01
h00
  + T : (5.28)
Next, we impose the light-cone gauge
x+ =  ; P+ = p+ : (5.29)
Using these gauge conditions in the action and integrating over P− we get the expression
for h00
h00 = −p+ : (5.30)
Inserting this into (5.26), (5.27) (5.28) we get the following general form of the phase
space light-cone Lagrangian
L1 = PA _yA − 1
2p+
(





(p+x− + PAyA) + A0 ; (5.31)






L3 =  _− 1
2p+
e2(2 + 2)− h
01
p+
  : (5.33)
In deriving these expressions we used the fact the functions C?, T given in (5.17),(5.19)
are equal to zero in the light-cone gauge (5.29). This general form of the phase space
Lagrangian can be used to derive explicit forms of Lagrangians corresponding to dier-
ent choices of bosonic coordinates: one needs only to insert the appropriate functions
A0, B, and FA. For the \intermediate" case (5.1),(5.2) these functions are given by
(5.15),(5.16),(5.18) so that we get
L = P? _x? +  _ + PA _yA + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _





























Here CijU = −(CUij ), and we introduced the notation
lij  i(V A)ijPA ; (5.35)
and used the relation
GABPAPB = li 2j : (5.36)
By applying the coordinate transformation the above Lagrangian can be rewritten in the
form corresponding to the case (5.6),(5.7) in which the S5 part is parametrized by the
unit 6-d vector uM
L = P? _x? +  _ + PM _uM + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _





P2? + e4x2? + e2(2 + 2 + li 2j + uM uM + p+2(2)2 + 4p+ilijj)
]
+ e2iyij(















where (see Appendix B)






Taking into account the constraint uMPM = 0 (see (5.59)) we get liklkj = 14PMPMij .
The above Lagrangian gives the Hamiltonian
H = −P− ; P− =
∫
d P− ; (5.40)
where the Hamiltonian density P− is
P− = − 1
2p+
[









It should be supplemented by the constraint
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i) = 0 : (5.42)
As usual, this constraint allows one to express the non-zero modes of the bosonic coor-
dinate x− in terms of the transverse physical ones.
It is easy to see that in the particle theory limit the superstring Hamiltonian (5.41)
reduces to the superparticle one in (4.1). The latter was found in [34] by applying the
direct method of constructing relativistic dynamics [43] based on the symmetry algebra.11
The present discussion thus provides a self-contained derivation of the light-cone gauge
superparticle action from the covariant one.
5.3 Equations of motion
The equations of motion corresponding to the phase space superstring Lagrangian (5.37)




P ; _x = 1
p+






























2 + 2 + li 2j + u






























_i = − i
p+
@(e






























11Strictly speaking, the string Hamiltonian (5.41) reduces to (4.1) modulo terms proportional to 2
and some constant. This dierence is related to the fact that here we are considering the classical string
Hamiltonian, i.e. ignore operator ordering, while the particle Hamiltonian (4.1) is dened in terms of
quantum operators.
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vMN  MN − uMuN ; (5.53)
and, as previously, do not distinguish between the upper and lower indices M; N , i.e. use
the convention PM = PM . These equations can be written in the Hamiltonian form. In-
troducing the notation X for the phase space variables (P?; x?; ; ;PM ; uM ; i; i; i; i)
one has the Hamiltonian equations
_X = [X ;P−] ; (5.54)
where the phase space variables satisfy the (classical) Poisson-Dirac brackets
[ P(); x(0) ] = (; 0) ; [ P(); x(0) ] = (; 0) ; [ (); (0) ] = (; 0) ; (5.55)
[PM(); uN(0)] = vMN(; 0) ; [PM();PN (0)] = (uMPN − uNPM)(; 0) ;
(5.56)
fi(); j(0)g = i
p+
ji (; 





















where x−0 is the zero mode of x
−. All the remaining brackets are equal to zero (with ex-
ception of [p+; x−0 ] = 1). The structure of (5.56) reflects the fact that in the Hamiltonian
formulation the constraint uMuM = 1 should be supplemented by the constraint
uMPM = 0 : (5.59)
These are second class constraints and the Dirac procedure leads then to the classical
Poisson-Dirac brackets (5.56). To derive (5.57),(5.58) one is to take into account that




p+i = 0 ; pi +
i
2
p+i = 0 ; (5.60)
where pi , pi are the canonical momenta of fermionic coordinates. The same constraints
are found for the fermionic coordinates i, i. Starting with the Poisson brackets
fpi; jgP.B. = ji ; fpi; jgP.B. = ij ; [p+; x−0 ]P.B. = 1 ; (5.61)
one gets then the Poisson-Dirac brackets given in (5.57),(5.58).
5.4 Light-cone Hamiltonian for superstring in AdS3  S3
Finally, let us note that our results for the AdS5  S5 string can be generalized in a
rather straightforward way to the case of superstring in AdS3  S3 space with RR 3-
form background (for the corresponding covariant GS action see [47]). Our light-cone
gauge action is written in the form which allows a straightforward generalization to the
AdS3  S3 case: one is just to do a dimensional reduction.
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To get the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian P− in AdS3  S3 case we are to set x? = 0,
P? = 0 in (5.37), (5.41) and also to assume that the fermionic variables  and  are now
transforming in the fundamental representation of SU(2) (i.e. the indices i; j now take
values 1; 2). The charge conjugation matrix C 0ij is now given by C
0 = c2, jcj = 1. Then
one nds an interesting simplication: CUij = C
0
ij. This relation simply reflects the fact
that 2 is invariant under the unitary rotation generated by the SU(2) matrix U . As a




0 = 1; 2; 3. The AdS3S3 superstring Lagrangian then takes the form
L =  _ + PM _uM + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _
i + i _













where the (minus) Hamiltonian density is given by (cf. (2.18))








j−2p+(iC 0ij j+iC 0ij j)
]
; (5.64)
where M; N = 1; 2; 3; 4 and C 0ilC
0lj = ji . The variation over h
01 gives the constraint





i) = 0 : (5.65)
An interesting feature of the Hamiltonian (5.64) is that e2 factors out (cf. (5.41)). Note
also that the dependence on matrix C 0ij can be eliminated by the redenition of the
fermionic coordinates i ! C 0ijj .
6 Noether charges as generators of supersymmetry
algebra psu(2; 2j4)
The Noether charges play an important role in the analysis of the symmetries of dy-
namical systems. The choice of the light-cone gauge spoils manifest global symmetries,
and in order to demonstrate that these global invariances are still present one needs to
nd the Noether charges which generate them.12 These charges play a crucial role in
formulating superstring eld theory in the light-cone gauge (see [48, 49]).13
12In what follows \currents" and \charges" will mean both bosonic and fermionic ones, i.e. will
include supercurrents and supercharges.
13Let us note in passing that the development of the light-cone string eld theory approach in the
case of the AdS5  S5 background may be useful in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence. One
striking feature of the light-cone closed superstring eld theory actions in the flat space case is that
their interaction part contains only cubic vertices. Same may happen to be true also in the case of the
AdS5S5 background, and that may have important implications for establishing correspondence with
the SYM theory in the light-cone gauge framework.
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The Noether charges for a superparticle in AdS5  S5 were found in [34]. These
charges are helpful in establishing a correspondence between the bulk elds of type IIB
supergravity and the chiral primary operators of the boundary theory in a manifestly
supersymmetric way. Superstring Noether charges should thus be useful for the study
of the AdS/CFT correspondence at the full string-theory level.
In the light cone formalism the generators (charges) of the basic psu(2; 2j4) superal-
gebra can be split into two groups:
P+; P; P; J+x; J+x¯; K+; K; K; Q+i; Q+i ; S
+i; S+i ; D; J
+−; Jxx¯ ; (6.1)
which we shall refer to as kinematic generators, and
P−; J−x ; J−x¯; K− ; Q−i; Q−i ; S
−i; S−i ; (6.2)
which we shall refer to as dynamical generators (see also [10]). The kinematic generators
have positive or zero J+− charges, while dynamical generators have negative J+− charges.
For x+ = 0 the kinematic generators in the supereld realization are quadratic in the
physical string elds (i.e. they have the structure J = J1 + x
+J2 + x
+2J3 where J1 is
quadratic but J2, J3 contain higher order terms in second-quantized elds), while the
dynamical generators receive higher-order interaction-dependent corrections. The rst
step in the construction of superstring eld theory is to nd a free (quadratic) supereld
representation of the generators of the psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra. The charges we obtain
below can be used to obtain (after quantization) these free superstring eld charges.
6.1 Currents for -symmetry light-cone gauge fixed superstring
action
As usual, symmetry generating charges can be obtained from conserved currents. Since
currents themselves may be helpful in some applications, we shall rst derive them
starting with the -symmetry gauge xed Lagrangian in the form given in (5.6),(5.7).
To obtain the currents we shall use the standard Noether method (see, e.g., [50]) based
on the localization of the parameters of the associated global transformations. Let  be
a parameter of some global transformation which leaves the action invariant. Replacing
it by a function of worldsheet coordinates ; , the variation of the action takes the form
S =
∫
d2 G@ ; (6.3)
where G is the corresponding current. Making use of this formula, we shall nd below
those currents which are related to symmetries that do not involve compensating -
symmetry transformation. The remaining currents will be found in the next subsection
starting from the action (5.37) where both the -symmetry and the bosonic light-cone
gauges are xed.
Let us start with the translation invariance xa = a. Applying (6.3) to the La-
grangian (5.6),(5.7) gives the translation currents
P+ = −pgge2@x+ ; (6.4)
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2ej@ x) ; (6.7)
where
FM  ii(MN )ijje2uN : (6.8)
Invariance of the action (5.6),(5.7) with respect to rotations in (x+; x) and (x+; x) planes
x = 
J
x+ ; x− = −
J
x ; x = 
J¯
x+ ; x− = −
J¯
x ; (6.9)
gives the following conserved currents
J +x = −pgge2(x+@x− x@x+)− ix+e3@x+iyijj ; (6.10)
J +x¯ = −pgge2(x+@ x− x@x+) + ix+e3@x+iyijj : (6.11)
Making use of (6.4)-(6.6) we get
J +x = x+P − xP+ ; J +x¯ = x+ P − xP+ : (6.12)
Some of the remaining bosonic currents can be expressed in terms of supercurrents. The
invariance with respect to the super-transformations
i = i ; i = i ; x






gives the following supercurrents




+ − ie2yijj@x+ : (6.15)
The invariance of the action (5.6),(5.7) with respect to the rotation of (super)coordinates
in the (x+; x−) plane
x = ex ; (i; i ; i; i) = e−=2(i; i ; i; i) ; (6.16)
gives the following conserved current






























This current can be represented in terms of the translation currents as follows






The invariance with respect to the rotation of (super)coordinates in (x; x) plane
x = eix ; x = e−ix ; i = e
i
2 i ; i = e
− i
2 i ; 
i = e−
i
2 i ; i = e
i
2 i ;
leads to the following conserved current



















which can be rewritten in terms of translation currents as follows









The invariance with respect to the dilatations
xa = exa ;  = − ; (i; i ; i; i) = e=2(i; i ; i; i) ; (6.21)








































2ej x) : (6.22)
This current can be rewritten as






The invariance with respect to the SU(4) rotations
yij = ily
lj + j ly







j ; i = −jj i ; (6.25)
gives the following SU(4) current























6.2 Charges for bosonic and -symmetry light-cone gauge fixed
superstring action
In the previous section we have found (super)currents starting with the -symmetry light-
cone gauge xed action given in (5.6),(5.7). These currents can be used to nd currents
for the action where both the fermionic -symmetry and the bosonic reparametrization
symmetry are xed by the light-cone type gauges (5.37). To nd the components of
currents in the world-sheet time direction G0 one needs to use the relations (5.21){(5.25)
for the canonical momenta and to insert the light-cone gauge conditions (5.29) and (5.30)




d G0 : (6.27)
Let us start with the kinematic generators (charges) (6.1). The results for the currents
imply the following representations for some of them
P =
∫
P ; P =
∫
P ; P+ = p+ ; (6.28)
J+x =
∫
x+P − xp+ ; J+x¯ =
∫
x+ P − xp+ ; (6.29)
Q+i =
∫
p+i ; Q+i =
∫
p+i : (6.30)
Note that these charges depend only on the zero modes of string coordinates. In (6.28){
(6.30) the integrands are G0 parts of the corresponding currents in world-sheet time
direction: P0, P0, J +x0, J +x¯0, Q+i0, Q+0i and P+0 = p+. The components of currents
in the world-sheet spatial direction G1 can be found simply by using the conservation
laws, the expressions for G0 and the equations of motion (5.43){(5.52). In this way we
obtain











J +x1 = x+P1 ; J +x¯1 = x+ P1 ; Q+i1 = i
p+






The remaining kinematic charges depend on non-zero string modes and are given by
Jxx¯ =
∫













+(2 + 2) ; (6.34)
J+− =
∫
x+P− − x−p+ ; (6.35)
D =
∫
x+P− + x−p+ + xP + xP −  : (6.36)
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The derivation of the remaining charges can be found in Appendix D. The expressions
for the conformal supercharges are given by
S+i = S
+
i jx+=0 − ix+Q−i ; S+i = S+ijx+=0 + ix+Q−i ; (6.37)




e−p+i + ip+ix ; S+i0jx+=0 =
∫ 1p
2
e−p+i − ip+ix : (6.38)


























(l)i  jlj i ; (l)i  lijj : (6.41)
The conformal boost charges can be represented as follows (see Appendix D)
K+ = K+jx+=0 + x+(D + J+−)jx+=0 + x+2P− ; (6.42)
K = Kjx+=0 − x+J−x ; (6.43)

























p+2) + iS+i0jx+=0 : (6.46)
Here the densities of conformal supercharges S+0i jx+=0, S+i0jx+=0 are given by the inte-
grands in (6.38).
Note that the Gjx+=0 parts of the kinematic charges can be obtained from the su-
perparticle ones simply by replacing the particle coordinates by the string ones. The
remaining dynamical generators K, J−x, S−i, S−i , K
− can be found by using the expres-
sion found above and applying the commutation relations of psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra.
The structure of the psu(2; 2j4) generators we have presented in this section is, of
course, more complicated than found in the flat space case. But still there are some inter-
esting simplications which have an algebraic origin. A remarkable feature of psu(2; 2j4)
as compared to the Poincare superalgebra is that in order to nd all of its dynamical
generators it is sucient to know only the kinematic ones (6.1) and the Hamiltonian P−
(5.40): the dynamical generators are obtained using commutation relations between the
kinematic generators and the Hamiltonian P−.
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Appendix A Notation
We use the following conventions for the indices:
a; b; c = 0; : : : ; 3 boundary Minkowski space indices
A;B; C = 1; : : : ; 5 S5 coordinate space indices
A0; B0; C0 = 1; : : : ; 5 so(5) vector indices (S5 tangent space indices)
M; N; K; L = 1; : : : ; 6 so(6) vector indices
i; j; k; l = 1; : : : ; 4 su(4) vector indices
;  = 0; 1 world sheet coordinate indices
We decompose xa into the light-cone and 2 complex coordinates: xa = (x+; x−; x; x)
x  1p
2
(x3  x0) ; x; x = 1p
2
(x1  ix2) : (A.1)
We suppress the flat space metric tensor ab = (−; +; +; +) in scalar products, i.e.
AaBa  abAaBb. The SO(3; 1) vector Aa is decomposed as Aa = (A+; A−; Ax; Ax¯) so
that the scalar product is
AaBa = A+B− + A−B+ + A B + AB ; (A.2)
where we use the convention
A  Ax = Ax¯ ; A  Ax¯ = Ax : (A.3)
We use the notation x? to represent (x; x) with the following summation rule
x?z? = xz + xz : (A.4)
The derivatives with respect to the world-sheet coordinates (; ) are
_x  @x ; x  @x (A.5)
The world-sheet Levi-Civita  is dened with 01 = 1.
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The six matrices Mij represent the SO(6) Dirac matrices γ












ij = −Mji ; (M)ij  −(Mij ) : (A.7)















M)kl ; Mij (
M)kl = 2(li
k
j − ki lj) : (A.9)
The matrices MN are dened by
(MN)ij  1
2
(M)ilNlj − (M $ N) ; (A.10)
so that
(MN )ij(




l − 8ilkj : (A.11)
We use the following hermitian conjugation rule for the fermionic coordinates
yi = 
i ; yi = 
i ; (A.12)
and the following notation for their squares
2  ii ; 2  ii : (A.13)
Appendix B Relation between different
parametrizations of S5
In the superstring Lagrangian in (5.2),(5.2) we use the 5 independent S5 coordinates yA
in terms of which the 5-sphere interval, metric tensor and vielbein are given by

















jyj2 (AB − nAnB) + nAnB ; n
A  y
A




We use the convention yA = AA′y
A′ and the same for nA
′
. The S5 Killing vectors V A
′
and V A

































] = −V A′B′ ; [V A′; V B′C′] = A′B′V C′ − A′C′V B′ : (B.7)
The matrix CUij in the WZ part of the action (5.2) is given by
CUij = C
0
ij cos jyj+ i(C 0γA
′
)ijn
A′ sin jyj : (B.8)
This matrix is related to the standard charge conjugation matrix C 0ij (which has the
properties: C 0T = −C 0, (C 0γA′)T = −C 0γA′, C 0yC 0 = 1) via a y-dependent unitarity






j (the explicit form of the matrix U(y) is given in eq.
(5.21) in [10]).
To transform the superstring Lagrangian from the form (5.1),(5.2) into the one in
(5.6),(5.7) we dene the six-dimensional unit vector uM
u6 = cos jyj ; uA′ = sin jyjnA′ ; (B.9)
and use (A.8), (B.3){(B.6) which imply the following relations
GAB(V
A)(V B) = (RM)2 ; GAB(V
A)dyB = (RM)duM ; (B.10)





Note that (RM)ijPM satises the commutation relations of the su(4) algebra, i.e. plays
the role of the angular momentum operator lij .
To relate the WZ parts of the Lagrangians (5.2) and (5.7) we use of the representation





which implies the desired transformation of the WZ parts of the actions.
It is often useful to replace the unit six dimensional vector uM by the selfdual SU(4)
tensor yij (or its inverse y
ij) dened by
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yij  Mij uM ; yij  (M)ijuM ; yilylj = ij : (B.13)





kl ; yij = −yij ; yij = −yji : (B.14)
Appendix C Manifestly SU(4) invariant forms of
phase space AdS5  S5 Lagrangian
The light-cone gauge superstring action of [10] can be written in several equivalent forms
corresponding to dierent parametrizations of AdS5  S5 space. The two forms corre-
sponding to \5+5" parametrizations (5.1),(5.2) and (5.6),(5.7) were discussed in Section
5. Here we shall review the Lagrangians [10] for the two standard \4+6" coordinate
choices and present their phase space counterparts.
Choosing the 10 Cartesian coordinates (xa; Y M) such that the metric of AdS5  S5
takes the form
ds2 = Y 2dxadxa + Y −2dY MdY M ; Y 2 = jY j2 = Y MY M ; (C.1)
one can transform the bosonic coordinates in the \intermediate" form of the superstring
Lagrangian (5.1),(5.2) to obtain its \4+6" form [10]
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LWZ =  jY j@x+iMij Y M(@j − i
p
2jY jj@x) + h:c: : (C.3)
Here
DY M = dY M − 2ii(RM)ijjY 2dx+ ; RM = −1
2
MNY N ; (C.4)
and the matrices M ; MN were dened in (A.6),(A.10).
It is easy to see that this Lagrangian can be represented in the same form as (5.9).
Applying the nal result for the phase space Lagrangian given in (5.31){(5.33) we get
L = P? _x? + PM _Y M + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _
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The closely related choice of 4+6 coordinates is the one which makes explicit the hidden
spacetime conformal symmetry of AdS5  S5 geometry, i.e. the one in which the metric
takes the conformally flat form




The superstring Lagrangian expressed in terms of these \conformally flat" coordinates






















LWZ =  jZj−3@x+iMij ZM(@j − i
p
2jZj−1j@x) + h:c: ; (C.8)
where
DZM = dZM − 2ii(RM)ijjZ−2dx+ ; RM = −1
2
MNZN : (C.9)
This Lagrangian has again the same form as in (5.9){(5.12), and its phase space coun-
terpart is thus found from (5.26){(5.28)
L = P? _x? + PM _ZM + i
2
p+(i _i + 
i _i + i _

























An interesting feature of this Lagrangian is that the squares of the AdS5 and S
5 momenta
enter exactly as in the flat space case.
Appendix D Conformal supercharges
In order to nd the conformal supercharges supplementing the generators given in Section
6, one needs to know the contribution of the compensating -symmetry transformation
given in [4]. Finding these compensating transformations directly is rather complicated.
Here we suggest an indirect method based on exploiting the known equations of motion
given in (5.43){(5.52) and the commutation relations of the psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra. Let
us demonstrate this procedure for the case of the conformal supercharges S+i.
In general, the charges depend on the time variables x+ =  explicitly and also
through the dynamical variables, i.e. G = G(;X ()). Because our equations of motion
(5.43){(5.52) have a Hamiltonian form (5.54) we can rewrite the conservation law dG
dx+
= 0




+ [G; P−] = 0 : (D.1)
This determines the explicit dependence on x+, namely,




[P−; [P−; Gx+=0]] ; (D.2)
where we used the notation
Gjx+=0  G(0;X ()) ; (D.3)
and took into account that the expansion in x+ terminates at (x+)2 order because the
psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra does not have generators with absolute value of the J+− charge
higher than 1 (so that triple and higher commutators of P− with any generator vanish).
For example, eq. (D.2) implies that the charges J+x, J+−, D depend on x+ as follows
J+x = J+xjx+=0 + x+P ; J+x¯ = J+x¯jx+=0 + x+ P ; (D.4)
J+− = J+−jx+=0 + x+P−; D = Djx+=0 + x+P−: (D.5)
These expressions match the ones given in (6.29),(6.34),(6.36). We also learn from (D.2)
and the commutation relations of psu(2; 2j4) that the dynamical generators and J ij, Jxx¯
do not explicitly depend on x+ (cf. (6.33),(6.33)).
Let us now turn to the conformal supercharges. From (D.2) and commutation rela-
tions of psu(2; 2j4) we nd
S+i = S
+
i jx+=0 − ix+Q−i ; S+i = S+ijx+=0 + ix+Q−i ; (D.6)
Q−i jx+=0 = Q−i ; Q−ijx+=0 = Q−i ; (D.7)
and thus
[S+i jx+=0; P−] = iQ−i ; [S+ijx+=0; P−] = −iQ−i : (D.8)
As a result, in order to determine the conformal supercharges S+i we have to nd only
their S+i jx+=0 part. In the flat space case this x+ = 0 part of the kinematic generators
is obtainable simply from the particle charges by replacing the particle coordinates by
the ones of the string. The same can be done in the case of AdS space. Here we start
with the superparticle expressions for the conformal supercharges S+i given in [34] and




e−p+i + ip+ix : (D.9)
Using the analog of (D.6) for the currents
S+0i = S+0i jx+=0 − ix+Q−0i ; (D.10)
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and the conservation law for S+i and Q+i one nds the following expressions for the
conformal supercurrent S+1i and the Poincare supercurrent Q−i
S+1i = e2yijjx− ix+Q−1i ; S+i1 = −e2yijj x + ix+Q−i1 ; (D.11)
































1  − i
2p+
e2(MN)iju
M uN : (D.14)
These relations determine the supercharges. Finally, one can check that these charges
satisfy the commutation relations of the psu(2; 2j4) superalgebra. The corresponding
commutation relations are obtainable from the ones given in Section 3 of [10] by making
the following substitutions there: J ij ! −iJ ij, P a ! −P a, Ka ! −Ka, S ! −S.
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